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•  Staff includes 5 physicians, 
(soon to be 7) and 12 techs

• Specialties: comprehensive 
eye care, cosmetic procedures, 
cataract surgery, glaucoma, 
dry eye, optical, macular 
degeneration, pediatric and 
adult strabismus 
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WANTED:  
An EHR that promotes positivity and compassion
At Henry Eye Clinic in Fayetteville, Arkansas, physicians and staff 
prioritize compassion and positivity—not only as their foundation of 
patient care, but also in their approach to selecting and implementing 
an EHR. The busy practice sees up to 150 patients per day and delivers 
comprehensive eye care, along with optical, cataract, dry eye, glaucoma, 
and macular degeneration services. Physicians and staff needed an EHR 
that could keep up with their patient load and deliver a user-friendly 
experience that helped them maintain their positive, compassionate 
approach with their patients and practice operations.

From paper to iPads and back again
Clinic Manager Tami Sotorske says, “We were on paper charts for a very 
long time. We refused to switch to an EHR because of rumors we heard 
that the software wasn’t meeting other practice’s needs.” Eventually, 
Henry Eye tried an iPad-based EHR, a decision made by physicians 
and unfortunately a decision that did not involve the rest of the staff. 
According to Tami, the system did not work for most of the practice. With 
constant stall-out times, physicians and staff became very frustrated and 
went back to paper charts 7 months after implementing the system.

Second time’s a charm
In 2017, with regulatory changes and corresponding penalties in eye 
care’s future, Tami and her billing supervisor informed physicians that the 
practice really needed an EHR. The two conducted one year of research, 
during which they visited other practices, spoke with software companies, 
and explored EHRs they saw at ophthalmology shows. Tami knew that her 
practice wanted a system that was very similar to paper charts, and after 
her year of research, chose myCare iMedicWare, a cloud-based system 
that most closely resembled the way her practice charted on paper.

“The design was very simple,” says Tami. “The fact that you could 
customize so much per physician, per visit was very appealing. 
Everything is on one page, from HPI to Meds to Visual Acuities, so 
loading tests was easy. And you can freetype as well as click a dropdown 
to make choices. It’s all very user-friendly.”  
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Time + positivity = successful setup and go-live 
According to Tami, “We threw myCare iMedicWare off a bit. We asked for 3 months of 
ramp-up time because with our previous system, we didn’t have the time we needed 
to get used to it before going live.” Tami really appreciated the ease with which 
myCare iMedicWare responded to their request, and “it was a wonderful setup,” 
she says. myCare iMedicWare staff gave Henry Eye an easy-to-follow timeline 
that listed the objectives that the practice needed to fulfill, showed the practice 
how to fulfill those objectives, created a sandbox and mock workups for the staff to 
practice, and made themselves available to answer questions. To motivate physicians 
and staff to practice on the EHR and fulfill their objectives, Tami posted a graph of 
their progress. In true Henry Eye fashion, Tami encouraged everyone to maintain a 
positive attitude, which made the implementation process faster and easier. 

On the first day of go-live, myCare iMedicWare staff members were on site, 
assisting physicians and staff, offering shortcuts, and diffusing stress. Says 
Tami, “That was a tremendous help, having myCare iMedicWare staff with 
us who were very familiar and on top of things. They were prepared for our 
anxiety and stress, and they handled it with professionalism.” 

Things went so well with the EHR that Henry Eye soon implemented myCare 
iMedicWare’s Practice Management system.

Faster scheduling, shorter wait time,  
increased revenue, and happy staff 
Since implementing myCare iMedicWare, scheduling has been a lot easier at Henry 
Eye. One employee schedules all appointments and according to Tami, “the ease 
for her has been tremendous. You can see availability three months in advance, 
view doctor and patient information, and verify everything on one screen. With our 
previous EHR, we had to use multiple screens.” Tami also says that the patient portal 
has reduced patient wait time, as patients can complete documentation before 
they come in. This has given staff more time to make patient calls and send out text 
reminders. Additionally, the practice saw a 22.4% increase in revenue in their first 
quarter in 2018, as front desk staff is collecting more money up front and sending 
out fewer statements, allowing the practice to bring their billing in-house. Finally, the 
cloud-based system allows physicians to view patient information without needing 
to be in the office, which was not possible with paper charts.

Along with the tangible results, Tami has received positive feedback about myCare 
iMedicWare. Several techs have told her, “I think I’m as fast on this as I was on 
paper.” And after only two months of going live, a physician with the most cynical 
outlook on Henry Eye’s EHR search told her, “I really like this EHR. I’m really happy 
with our decision.” That was a true “spiking the football” moment for Tami.

Final thoughts and advice for practices 
Tami acknowledges the immense difficulty of the EHR search and implementation 
process. She attributes Henry Eye’s success to choosing a great partner in myCare 
iMedicWare, reserving a lot of time for staff and physician training, and “being 
positive by saying, ‘we’re going to make this work,’” she says. Henry Eye is only on 
their second EHR while their colleagues have been through five or six. According 
to Tami, when it comes to EHRs, “You won’t find 100% of what you’re looking for, 
but myCare iMedicWare comes pretty close.” 
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FULLY-
INTEGRATED 
WORKFLOW 
SOLUTIONS  
FOR EYE CARE
myCare iMedicWare 
is the only completely 
integrated cloud-based 
solution that specializes 
in eye care. Take control 
of your practice with a 
completely integrated 
EHR, PM, ASC, and 
Optical combined with 
a value-added solution 
set of Analytics, Portal, 
and iMonitor. myCare 
iMedicWare shoulders 
the operational 
burden associated with 
running your practice 
by streamlining every 
aspect of it.

The Results

For more information on myCare iMedicWare, call Eye Care Leaders
at (855) 685-3292 or visit eyecareleaders.com.

Our Vision: Your Success.


